Responsible Gaming
Social betting at CircleBet is all about taking part of a community where focus is on
sharing what you are passionate about. Discussing, interacting and betting on the
winning teams.
Betting can be engaging, fun and profitable. But you can’t win all the time. At
CircleBet we strive to ensure that there is always a winner. Losing is therefore a part
of the game, an aspect that we must accept. For this reason, you must never risk
money that you cannot afford to lose. At CircleBet we want to ensure that your
experience is as fun and existing as possible, well knowing that betting can lead to
problematic behaviour such as gambling addiction.
Set your limits!
In the the settings of your profile you can adjust the safety level of your gaming
experience. To activate and adjust these settings, you must go to the Responsible
Gaming section when you are logged in or simply contact our customer support on
support@circle.bet for help.
Here you can control yourself the amount of funds you want to deposit onto your
account with CircleBet. This can either be on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.
Take a break!
When you had too much of something you might need a break. The same can be
applied to social betting. At CircleBet you can enforce such break from the
Responsible Gaming section when logged in.
In the Self Exclusion section you can simply select a period during which you will not
be allowed to log back into the service. You decide what from 1 day all the way up to
5 years.
Get support!
Professional help and support is just around the corner. Don’t hesitate to contact
CircleBet customer support at support@circle.bet for guidance. This could be either
for yourself or if you are worried about a friend or relative.
We recommend that you contact an independent organisations who specialise in
individual support as your first step. Please consider one of the below-mentioned
organisation as your first point of contact.
Stödlinjen

https://www.stodlinjen.se

Spelberoendes Riskförbund

http://www.spelberoende.se

Folkhälsomyndigheten
https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/spelprevention
Gamblers Anonymous

http://www.gamblersanonymous.org

BeAwareGambling

https://www.begambleaware.org

Read more about Responsible Gaming in the Terms & Conditions governing the use
of CircleBet services.

